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Coronal mass ejections associated with polar crown filaments
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Abstract

In the sample of 301 well identified earth-directed halo coronal mass ejections (CMEs) fromMarch 1997 to December 2003, all 21

CMEs associated with polar crown filament (PCF) eruptions are analyzed. Here, the PCFs are viewed as the filaments that partially

or totally lie along the boundaries of polar coronal holes, with average length over 100000, and are intrinsically associated with

extended bipole regions (EBRs). The current approach focuses on the CME properties and the flux change in the filament channels.

According to the magnetic configurations where the PCFs lie, three classes of PCFs are identified. CMEs present distinguishable

velocity distributions associated with each type of PCFs. About 28% of these CMEs present geoeffective. Approximately,

1015 Mx S�1 magnetic flux inflow into the filament channel and several times of 1020 Mx flux changed during the course of PCF

eruption, which are speculated to trigger the PCF eruptions.

� 2005 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

CMEs , as big as five active regions (ARs) in average

size (Hundhausen, 1999), are trigged by a sudden release

of excess energy stored in the previously stable magnetic

field structure (Boberg and Lundstedt, 2000). Under-
standing the triggering processes of CME onset should

be based on large-scale magnetic field structures. The

polar crown filaments (PCFs) located above the neutral

lines that separate the polar magnetic regions from the

large-scale magnetic cells in the medium latitudes

(McIntosh, 1980). They intimately connected to large-

scale magnetic structures on the photosphere, which of-

ten appear as extended bipole regions (EBRs) shown in
synoptic magnetic charts. The EBRs obey Hale law in

magnetic polarity distributions. An EBR often origi-

nates from several decayed ARs (Fig. 1) and involves
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flares, active regions and quiescent filaments, magnetic

flux eruption and magnetic shearing (Feynman and

Hundhausen, 1994; Feynman, 1997), which are often

associated with CMEs. Most CMEs are initiated within

the same type of large-scale, well organized, magnetic

field regions (Hundhausen, 1988).
The PCFs may present a type of large-scale magnetic

structure. The difference in such magnetic structures are

speculated to affect the PCF eruptions and the associ-

ated CME properties. To enlarge the samples in this

work, the PCFs are viewed as the filaments which par-

tially or totally lied along the boundaries of polar coro-

nal holes. Such a PCF above long neutral line over

approximately 100000 on average, appears to extend its
body from the plage region to possible AR, outline

large-scale structure involved in the process of CME.

AR activity often is involved in such PCF activity,

which probably facilitates their eruptions. Based on

the work of Zhou et al. (2003), 301 earth-directed halo

CMEs are identified from March 1997 to December

2003 and total of 21 CMEs associated with polar crown
ved.
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Fig. 2. Three categorizations of PCFs: G1–G3.

Fig. 1. An EBR evolution, the white line indicates a PCF.
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filament eruptions are analyzed. A classification is tried

to categorize the PCFs based on their background mag-
netic structures. It is also found that the CMEs present

regular velocity distributions. Using the daily magneto-

grams after rotation and projection modifications, the

magnetic flux changes in the filament channels are care-

fully estimated. The study is based on the SOHO LAS-

CO, EIT and MDI time-lapse observations, as well as

MDI synoptic charts and Ha images from BBSO,

MEUD, Kisf and Kanz. To examine the CME inter-
planetary counterparts, the data from the spacecrafts

WIND and ACE are also surveyed.

In the following section, PCF categorizations and the

associated CME distinguishable characteristics will be

introduced. The magnetic flux changes in the PCF chan-

nels during the eruptions are presented in Section 3. The

discussion and conclusion is given in Section 4.
Fig. 3. The associated CME velocity distributions in G1–G3.
2. PCF categorizations and properties of the associated

CMEs

It has been found that all the PCFs are connected

with some types of EBRs which can be seen clearly in

MDI synoptic magnetic charts. According to the loca-

tions of the PCF-associated magnetic inversion lines
on the photosphere, the PCFs are categorized into three

groups: G1, in an EBR; G2, between two EBRs; G3, to-

tally between polar coronal hole and the following

polarity flux of activity bets, for which the filament mag-

netic channels are almost parallelled to the solar equa-

tor. As shown in Fig. 2, using the contour of MDI

data overlying the corresponding Ha images, these three

groups can be easily identified. The filaments are indi-
cated by the arrow bars. To distinguish the neutral lines

from the background noisy signal, an approach smooths
the MDI data with 15 pixels and make the images within

a restricted range of intensities till the neutral lines of the

filaments can be seen in the MDI image (see the lower

two images of Fig. 2).

The associated CMEs present regular velocity distri-
butions among these three groups (see Fig. 3). To G1,

PCF above the neutral line of an EBR on the photo-

sphere, most of the associated CMEs are slow. To G2,

the PCFs erupt between two EBRs, their associated



Fig. 4. The velocity sketch of magnetic elements in the inversion zone.
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CMEs mostly are fast. To the last category G3, PCFs

totally between polar coronal hole and the following

polarity flux of activity bets, their zero lines often paral-

lel to the solar equator. Their associated CMEs include

both slow and fast ones. CMEs are the most important

solar events affecting the geo-space environment and
driving the disastrous space weather (Gosling, 1993).

The interplanetary effects of these CMEs, i.e., ‘‘inter-

planetary coronal mass ejections’’ (ICMEs) or magnetic

clouds (MCs), are also examined. The principle method

for identifying potential ICMEs is the same as that of

Cane and Richardson (2003). As a result, six CMEs

may have geoeffectiveness, which occupy about 28% of

all such CMEs. Among them, 4 CMEs may cause large
geomagnetic storms with the Kp index P5+.

In conclusion, most of fast CMEs are related to the

eruptions of PCFs between two nearby EBRs. While

the PCFs erupt in one EBR, their corresponding CMEs

probably are slow. To Group G3, which are very close

to polar regions, their associated CMEs cannot be con-

cluded as fast or slow. There is less than 1/3 CMEs asso-

ciated PCF eruptions may have geoeffectiveness, and
about 1/5 may cause large geoeffective storms, which

indicate that the geoeffectiveness of such high latitude

CMEs cannot be neglected.
Table 1

Flux change in filament�s channel on May 8 2000

Polarity Coalescent flux Fragmental flux Change

Positive 6.49 · 1019 5.06 · 1019 1.2 · 1020

Negative �6.48 · 1019 �8.72 · 1019 1.5 · 1020

Total change 2.7 · 1020
3. Magnetic evolutions during the course of PCF eruptions

Long filaments with lower temperature suspend in the
corona above the magnetic neutral lines, whose erup-

tions are suspected to connected with magnetic flux evo-

lution in the magnetic channel. In this work, a filament

magnetic channel points to the magnetic inversion zone,

which is the position where the PCF is projected on the

photosphere. The width of such channel is often thought

of as 5000 in Ha observations, while 10000 averagely in

EIT images (Aulanier and Schmieder, 2002). So in the
MDI magnetograms, 8000 is considered as the width of

the PCF channel.

Two kinds of magnetic flux change are calculated

based on the MDI magnetograms. One is about the in-

flow flux into magnetic channel on the photosphere,

above which the PCFs bestride. The other is the abso-

lute magnetic flux change in the channel. To reduce

the noise signals and projection effects, only some events
near the disk center are chosen to calculate. A PCF

eruption on May 8th 2000 was chosen as a case to ana-

lyze the magnetic evolution. The PCF erupted at about

14:00 UT. Using the method of local correlation track-

ing (November and Simon, 1988; Nindos and Zhang,

2002) based on the daily MDI magnetograms, we calcu-

late the inflow flux into the magnetic inversion zone

from 12:47 to 14:27 UT during which the filament began
to erupt. As indicated in Fig. 4, the PCF channel is de-

noted by the two long solid lines. Its width is 8000. The
length and arrow of the short bars in the magnetic chan-

nel represent the value and directions of the moving

magnetic elements respectively (Fig. 4). The result shows

that there are about 1.9 · 1015 Mx S�1 in this interval in-

flow into the inversion zone.

Magnetic flux change in the channel from 01:30 UT

to 16:03 UT is estimated. During calculating, two mod-
ifications about MDI data are applied. The first is

improving its precision by the referred Kitt Peak mag-

netic data, which has higher resolution and lower noise

than MDI data. The total absolute magnetic flux of each

magnetogram in a day is considered same. Then a coef-

ficient can be obtained by using the total absolute mag-

netic flux of the Kitt Peak magetogram dividing by that

of the MDI magnetogram. The MDI data is modified
after multiplying the coefficient. The second is removing

the projection effects in the light of sight by the method

of Wood and Martens (2003). The modified new image

has each pixel represented by the same surface area on

the photosphere.

Based on such modifications of MDI data, the coa-

lescent or fragmental flux of each magnetic element in

the field of vision in the inversion zone are calculated.
The results are shown in Table 1. Total magnetic flux

change is 2.7 · 1020 several past 10 h before the PCFs

eruption in the inversion zone. Since too much projec-

tion effects and short of high resolution magnetic field

observations, it is very difficult to calculate the mag-

netic flux change for each event. However, based on

the data modifications, it is certain for the magnitude

order of the estimated magnetic flux in the inversion
zone.
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4. Discussion and conclusion

In the 301 halo CMEs from March 1997 to December

2003, all 21 halo CMEs are found to be associated with

the eruptions of PCFs near the polar regions, which oc-

cupy about 7% of all the earth-directed halo CMEs. The
PCFs are categorized into three groups (G1–G3) by

their large-scale background magnetic configurations

on the photosphere. Their associated CMEs present dis-

tinguishable characteristics in each category. CMEs cor-

related the eruptive PCFs between two EBRs probably

are fast, while associated with the eruptive filaments

over the neutral line of an EBR mostly are slow.

The PCF-associated CMEs seem to represent a type
of CMEs. As the PCFs themselves are large-scale mag-

netic structures which seem to be comparable to an aver-

age CME, their eruptions appear to well signal the CME

initiations. In all, as CMEs are intrinsically correlated

with the large-scale magnetic structures, more emphasis

should be paid on the large-scale magnetic source of

CMEs.

The interplanetary effects of these high latitude
CMEs are also examined. About 28% of them have

interplanetary counterparts, and about 1/5 cause large

geomagnetic storms with Kp index P5+. They have less

geoeffectiveness than the normal earth-directed CMEs,

among which 45% have geoeffectiveness (Wang et al.,

2002). The main reason may be that CMEs are edge

events whose propagations are offset to the earth, how-

ever, their geoeffectiveness can�t be neglected. It could
not be excluded that the intrinsic magnetic structure,

say the orientation of their magnetic arcades, of polar

crown filaments in this solar cycle may constrain the

geoeffectiveness of these CMEs. We will confirm this

speculation with more investigations.

No large-scale flux emergence in the PCFs projected

channel was identified. Instead, we often observe flux

coalescence and fragmentation. Sometimes flux patches
were seen to show up by coalescence, while shrunk be-

low the detecting limit by fragmentation. A rate of

1015 Mx S�1 flux inflow into the magnetic channels dur-

ing the course of filament eruption is found. The net flux

changes in the neutral channel plus the inflow flux sug-

gest that about 1020 Mx flux disappeared in the PCF

channel during an interval �10 h before the filament

eruption. If the flux shrunk down below the detection
limit is ignored, such disappearing magnetic flux is

assumed to be used to provide the magnetic energy for

the ascending PCFs or trigger their eruptions.
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